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#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s terrifying novella about a town engulfed in a dense, mysterious mist as humanity
makes its last stand against unholy destruction—originally published in the acclaimed short story collection Skeleton Crew and made into a TV
series, as well as a feature film starring Thomas Jane and Marcia Gay Harden. In the wake of a summer storm, terror descends...David
Drayton, his son Billy, and their neighbor Brent Norton join dozens of others and head to the local grocery store to replenish supplies
following a freak storm. Once there, they become trapped by a strange mist that has enveloped the town. As the confinement takes its toll on
their nerves, a religious zealot, Mrs. Carmody, begins to play on their fears to convince them that this is God’s vengeance for their sins. She
insists a sacrifice must be made and two groups—those for and those against—are aligned. Clearly, staying in the store may prove fatal, and
the Draytons, along with store employee Ollie Weeks, Amanda Dumfries, Irene Reppler, and Dan Miller, attempt to make their escape. But
what’s out there may be worse than what they left behind. This exhilarating novella explores the horror in both the enemy you know—and the
one you can only imagine.
A beautifully designed box set of Stephen King's early #1 bestsellers--Carrie, 'Salem's Lot, and The Shining--that will make the perfect
holiday gift. In Carrie, a teenage girl is tormented and teased to the breaking point by her more popular schoolmates. But Carrie has a gift and
she uses this gift to inflict a terrifying revenge. In 'Salem's Lot, Ben Mears has returned to Jerusalem's Lot, an old mansion, long the subject
of town lore, to work on his new book. But when two young boys venture into the woods and only one comes out alive, Mears begins to
realize that there is something evil growing within the borders of this small New England town. In The Shining, Jack Torrance's new job as the
off-season caretaker at the Overlook Hotel is the perfect chance for a fresh start. But as the harsh winter weather sets in, the idyllic location
feels ever more remote . . . and more sinister. And the only one to notice the strange and terrible forces gathering around the Overlook is
Danny Torrance, a uniquely gifted five-year-old.
Four novellas from Stephen King bound together by the changing of seasons, each taking on the theme of a journey with strikingly different
tones and characters. This gripping collection begins with "Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption," in which an unjustly imprisoned
convict seeks a strange and startling revenge--the basis for the Best Picture Academy Award-nominee The Shawshank Redemption. Next is
"Apt Pupil," the inspiration for the film of the same name about top high school student Todd Bowden and his obsession with the dark and
deadly past of an older man in town. In "The Body," four rambunctious young boys plunge through the facade of a small town and come faceto-face with life, death, and intimations of their own mortality. This novella became the movie Stand By Me. Finally, a disgraced woman is
determined to triumph over death in "The Breathing Method."--Provided by publisher.
Every marriage has two hearts, one light and one dark, and Lisey Landon must confront both. King's most personal and powerful book to
date is about the wellsprings of creativity, the temptations of madness, and the secret language of love.
Enter once more the world of Roland Deschain—and the world of the Dark Tower...now presented in a stunning graphic novel form that will
unlock the doorways to terrifying secrets and bold storytelling as part of the dark fantasy masterwork and magnum opus from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Stephen King. “The man in black fled across the desert, and the gunslinger followed.” With these unforgettable
words, millions of readers were introduced to Stephen King’s iconic character Roland Deschain of Gilead. Roland is the last of his kind, a
“gunslinger” charged with protecting whatever goodness and light remains in his world—a world that “moved on,” as they say. In this
desolate reality—a dangerous land filled with ancient technology and deadly magic, and yet one that mirrors our own in frightening
ways—Roland is on a spellbinding and soul-shattering quest to locate and somehow save the mystical nexus of all worlds, all universes: the
Dark Tower. Now, in the graphic novel series Stephen King’s The Dark Tower: Beginnings, originally published by Marvel Comics in singleissue form and creatively overseen by Stephen King himself, the full story of Roland's troubled past and coming-of-age is revealed.
Sumptuously drawn by Jae Lee and Richard Isanove, plotted by longtime Stephen King expert Robin Furth, and scripted by New York Times
bestselling author Peter David, Beginnings is an extraordinary and terrifying journey into Roland’s origins—ultimately serving as the perfect
introduction for new readers to Stephen King’s modern literary classic The Dark Tower, while giving longtime fans thrilling adventures merely
hinted at in his blockbuster novels. This boxed set includes the complete graphic novel series BEGINNINGS: THE GUNSLINGER BORN *
THE LONG ROAD HOME * TREACHERY * THE FALL OF GILEAD * THE BATTLE OF JERICHO HILL
Within these pages wait violent fights, disease, death, controversy, sexuality, tragedy and crime. This journal documents a hateful young
man's path to darkness. Many events that occur are based on real events. You will find many moments from the authors own life sewn into
the life of Arthur Gale. You can only go so far before all hope of return is lost; this book reaches that point, and goes even farther. James
represented the light, Arthur is the dark. There is no hero. There is only Arthur.
Stephen King's legendary debut, the bestselling smash hit that put him on the map as one of America's favorite writers "Gory and horrifying. .
. . You can't put it down." —Chicago Tribune Unpopular at school and subjected to her mother's religious fanaticism at home, Carrie White
does not have it easy. But while she may be picked on by her classmates, she has a gift she's kept secret since she was a little girl: she can
move things with her mind. Doors lock. Candles fall. Her ability has been both a power and a problem. And when she finds herself the
recipient of a sudden act of kindness, Carrie feels like she's finally been given a chance to be normal. She hopes that the nightmare of her
classmates' vicious taunts is over . . . but an unexpected and cruel prank turns her gift into a weapon of horror so destructive that the town
may never recover.
Told with startling twists and haunting power, Mirrorland is a thrilling psychological suspense novel about twin sisters, the man they both love,
the house that has always haunted them, and the childhood stories they can’t leave behind. Cat lives in Los Angeles, far from 36 Westeryk
Road, the imposing gothic house in Edinburgh where she and her estranged twin sister, El, grew up. As girls, they invented Mirrorland, a
dark, imaginary place under the pantry stairs, full of pirates, witches, and clowns. These days, Cat rarely thinks about their childhood home,
or the fact that El now lives there with her husband, Ross. But when El mysteriously disappears after going out on her sailboat, Cat is forced
to return to 36 Westeryk Road, which hasn't changed in twenty years. The grand old house is still full of shadowy corners, and at every turn
Cat finds herself stumbling on long-held secrets and terrifying ghosts from the past. Because someone—El?—has left Cat clues: a treasure
hunt that leads back to Mirrorland, where the truth lies waiting... A brilliantly crafted story of love and betrayal, redemption and revenge,
Mirrorland is a propulsive, page-turning debut about the power of imagination and the price of freedom.
Looks at the interconnected elements among the works of Stephen King, including his novels, short stories, films, teleplays, and mini-series,
examining the themes, plots, characters, influences, and TV and film adaptations. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
"The four never-before-published novellas in this collection represent horror master King at his finest, using the weird and uncanny to riff on
mortality, the price of creativity, and the unpredictable consequences of material attachments. A teenager discovers that a dead friend's cell
phone, which was buried with the body, still communicates from beyond the grave ... A series of apocalyptic incidents [bears] out one
character's claim that 'when a man or a woman dies, a whole world falls to ruin.' 'Rat' sees a frustrated writer strike a Faustian bargain to
complete his novel, and in the title story, private investigator Holly Gibney ... faces off against a ghoulish television newscaster who
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vampirically feeds off the anguish he provokes in his audience by covering horrific tragedies"--Publishers Weekly (03/09/2020)
After an invisible force field seals off Chester Mills, Maine, from the rest of the world, it is up to Dale Barbara, an Iraq veteran, and a select
group of citizens to save the town, if they can get past Big Jim Rennie, a murderous politician, and his son, who hides a horrible secret in his
dark pantry. Reprint.
First published by New American Library in 1984.
There is a strange men's club in New York where all the members tell each other stories and where no-one looks older, no matter how many
years have passed. One night a doctor tells the story of a young woman who gives birth to a baby in the most horrible way.
It began -- and ended -- in 1958 when seven children searched in the drains beneath Derry for an evil creature, but in 1985, Mike, once one
of those children, makes six phone calls and disinters an unremembered promise that sets off the ultimate terror.
The No. 1 bestselling author Stephen King's timeless coming-of-age novella, The Body - set in Castle Rock and originally published in his
1982 short story collection Different Seasons, and adapted into the film classic Stand by Me - is now available as a stand-alone publication.
We'd all listened to the Ray Brower story . . . he was a kid our age The small town of Castle Rock is tuning in to the news of a young boy who
has gone missing from a nearby town. Gordie Lachance and his three friends set off along the railway tracks on a quest, determined to
become famous by officially finding the boy's body. But their journey becomes a rite of passage, and as they cross the railway trestle and the
tracks begin to hum, the boys encounter an intimation of their own mortality. Adapted into the 1986 classic film Stand By Me, The Body is an
iconic exploration of friendship, loneliness and adventure, an unforgettable coming-of-age story by master chronicler of small-town
adolescence and universal experience, Stephen King.
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER In this thrilling sequel to the New York Times bestselling novella by Stephen King and award-winning author
Richard Chizmar, an adult Gwendy is summoned back to Castle Rock after the mysterious reappearance of the button box. Something evil
has swept into the small Maine town of Castle Rock on the heels of the latest winter storm. Sheriff Norris Ridgewick and his team are
desperately searching for two missing girls, but time is running out. In Washington, DC, thirty-seven-year-old Gwendy Peterson couldn’t be
more different from the self-conscious teenaged girl who once spent a summer running up Castle Rock’s Suicide Stairs. That same summer,
she had been entrusted—or some might say cursed—with the extraordinary button box by Richard Farris, the mysterious stranger in the black
suit. The seductive and powerful box offered Gwendy small gifts in exchange for its care and feeding until Farris eventually returned,
promising the young girl she’d never see the box again. One day, though, the button box suddenly reappears but this time, without Richard
Farris to explain why, or what she’s supposed to do with it. Between this and the troubling disappearances back in Castle Rock, Gwendy
decides to return home. She just might be able to help rescue the missing girls and stop a dangerous madman before he does something
ghastly. With breathtaking and lyrical prose, Gwendy’s Magic Feather explores whether our lives are controlled by fate or the choices we
make and what price we sometimes have to pay. Prepare to return again to Stephen King’s Castle Rock, the sleepy little town built on a
bedrock of deep, dark secrets, just as it’s about to awaken from its quiet slumber once more.
ItA NovelScribner
King mesmerizes readers with fiction deeply rooted in the sixties, exploring in five interconnected narratives, spanning 1960 to 1999, the
haunting legacy of the Vietnam War. "Engaging . . . King's gift of storytelling is rich".--"The Los Angles Times Book Review".
Now a Netflix movie directed by Mike Flanagan (Oculus, Hush) and starring Carla Gugino and Bruce Greenwood. Master storyteller Stephen
King presents this classic, terrifying #1 New York Times bestseller. When a game of seduction between a husband and wife ends in death,
the nightmare has only begun… “And now the voice which spoke belonged to no one but herself. Oh my God, it said. Oh my God, I am all
alone out here. I am all alone.” Once again, Jessie Burlingame has been talked into submitting to her husband Gerald’s kinky sex
games—something that she’s frankly had enough of, and they never held much charm for her to begin with. So much for a “romantic
getaway” at their secluded summer home. After Jessie is handcuffed to the bedposts—and Gerald crosses a line with his wife—the day ends
with deadly consequences. Now Jessie is utterly trapped in an isolated lakeside house that has become her prison—and comes face-to-face
with her deepest, darkest fears and memories. Her only company is that of the various voices filling her mind…as well as the shadows of
nightfall that may conceal an imagined or very real threat right there with her…
Enter once more the world of Roland Deschain—and the world of the Dark Tower...presented in a stunning graphic novel form that will unlock
the doorways to terrifying secrets and bold storytelling as part of the dark fantasy masterwork and magnum opus from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephen King. “The man in black fled across the desert, and the gunslinger followed.” With these unforgettable words,
millions of readers were introduced to Stephen King’s iconic character Roland Deschain of Gilead. Roland is the last of his kind, a
“gunslinger” charged with protecting whatever goodness and light remains in his world—a world that “moved on,” as they say. In this
desolate reality—a dangerous land filled with ancient technology and deadly magic, and yet one that mirrors our own in frightening
ways—Roland is on a spellbinding and soul-shattering quest to locate and somehow save the mystical nexus of all worlds, all universes: the
Dark Tower. Now, in the graphic novel series adaptation Stephen King's The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger, originally published by Marvel
Comics in single-issue form and creatively overseen by Stephen King himself, the full story of Roland's troubled past and ongoing saga is
revealed. Sumptuously drawn by Richard Isanove, Sean Phillips, Luke Ross, and Michael Lark, plotted by longtime Stephen King expert
Robin Furth, and scripted by New York Times bestselling author Peter David, The Gunslinger adaptation is an extraordinary and terrifying
journey—ultimately serving as the perfect introduction for new readers to Stephen King’s modern literary classic The Dark Tower, while giving
longtime fans thrilling adventures transformed from his blockbuster novels. Now near death following a vicious attack by the Slow Mutants,
Roland Deschain is taken in by a group of nuns who specialize in anything but the healing arts. These hideous, corpse-like creatures—the
Little Sisters of Eluria—have murder on their twisted minds. And in his current condition, there’s almost nothing that the last gunslinger can do
to prevent their tender mercies from taking hold….
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Matthew McConaughey and Idris Elba “An impressive work of mythic magnitude that may turn out
to be Stephen King’s greatest literary achievement” (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution), The Gunslinger is the first volume in the epic Dark
Tower Series. A #1 national bestseller, The Gunslinger introduces readers to one of Stephen King’s most powerful creations, Roland of
Gilead: The Last Gunslinger. He is a haunting figure, a loner on a spellbinding journey into good and evil. In his desolate world, which mirrors
our own in frightening ways, Roland tracks The Man in Black, encounters an enticing woman named Alice, and begins a friendship with the
boy from New York named Jake. Inspired in part by the Robert Browning narrative poem, “Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came,” The
Gunslinger is “a compelling whirlpool of a story that draws one irretrievable to its center” (Milwaukee Sentinel). It is “brilliant and fresh…and
will leave you panting for more” (Booklist).
In "Blockade Billy," a retired coach recounts the story of "Blockade Billy" Blakely, the only player to have his record erased from baseball
history, and in "Morality," an elderly minister recovering from a stroke offers to pay his home care nurse a large
Complemented by an author introduction, the screenplay for a six-hour television miniseries follows the residents of Little Tall Island as they
prepare to cope with both a dangerous storm and an mysteriously evil force
From legendary master storyteller Stephen King, a riveting story about “an ordinary man in an extraordinary condition rising above hatred”
(The Washington Post) and bringing the fictional town of Castle Rock, Maine together—a “joyful, uplifting” (Entertainment Weekly) tale about
finding common ground despite deep-rooted differences, “the sign of a master elevating his own legendary game yet again” (USA TODAY).
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Although Scott Carey doesn’t look any different, he’s been steadily losing weight. There are a couple of other odd things, too. He weighs the
same in his clothes and out of them, no matter how heavy they are. Scott doesn’t want to be poked and prodded. He mostly just wants
someone else to know, and he trusts Doctor Bob Ellis. In the small town of Castle Rock, the setting of many of King’s most iconic stories,
Scott is engaged in a low grade—but escalating—battle with the lesbians next door whose dog regularly drops his business on Scott’s lawn.
One of the women is friendly; the other, cold as ice. Both are trying to launch a new restaurant, but the people of Castle Rock want no part of
a gay married couple, and the place is in trouble. When Scott finally understands the prejudices they face—including his own—he tries to help.
Unlikely alliances, the annual foot race, and the mystery of Scott’s affliction bring out the best in people who have indulged the worst in
themselves and others. “Written in masterly Stephen King’s signature translucent…this uncharacteristically glimmering fairy tale calls
unabashedly for us to rise above our differences” (Booklist, starred review). Elevation is an antidote to our divisive culture, an “elegant
whisper of a story” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review), “perfect for any fan of small towns, magic, and the joys and challenges of doing the
right thing” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).

"Soon to be a major motion picture"--Cover.
#1 bestselling author Stephen King returns with a brand-new novel about the secrets we keep buried and the cost of
unearthing them. SOMETIMES GROWING UP MEANS FACING YOUR DEMONS The son of a struggling single mother,
Jamie Conklin just wants an ordinary childhood. But Jamie is no ordinary child. Born with an unnatural ability his mom
urges him to keep secret, Jamie can see what no one else can see and learn what no one else can learn. But the cost of
using this ability is higher than Jamie can imagine – as he discovers when an NYPD detective draws him into the pursuit
of a killer who has threatened to strike from beyond the grave. LATER is Stephen King at his finest, a terrifying and
touching story of innocence lost and the trials that test our sense of right and wrong. With echoes of King’s classic novel
It, LATER is a powerful, haunting, unforgettable exploration of what it takes to stand up to evil in all the faces it wears.
Irresistibly action-packed and full of lethal surprises, this stunning new fantasy series from Victoria Aveyard, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the Red Queen series, begins where hope is lost and asks: When the heroes have fallen,
who will take up the sword? A strange darkness grows in Allward. Even Corayne an-Amarat can feel it, tucked away in
her small town at the edge of the sea. She soon discovers the truth: She is the last of an ancient lineage—and the last
hope to save the world from destruction. But she won’t be alone. Even as darkness falls, she is joined by a band of
unlikely companions: A squire, forced to choose between home and honor. An immortal, avenging a broken promise. An
assassin, exiled and bloodthirsty. An ancient sorceress, whose riddles hide an eerie foresight. A forger with a secret past.
A bounty hunter with a score to settle. Together they stand against a vicious opponent, invincible and determined to burn
all kingdoms to ash, and an army unlike anything the realm has ever witnessed.
Master storyteller Stephen King presents the classic “wondrously frightening” (Publishers Weekly) #1 New York Times
bestseller about a writer’s horrific and haunting pseudonym. “I’m back...I’m back from the dead and you don’t seem
glad to see me at all, you ungrateful son of a bitch.” After thirteen years of international bestseller stardom with his works
of violent crime fiction, author George Stark is officially declared dead—revealed by a national magazine to have been
killed at the hands of the man who created him: the once well-regarded but now obscure writer Thad Beaumont. Thad’s
even gone so far as to stage a mock burial of his wildly successful pseudonym, complete with tombstone and the epitaph
“Not a Very Nice Guy.” Although on the surface, it seems that Thad can finally concentrate on his own novels, there’s a
certain unease at the prospect of leaving George Stark behind. But that’s nothing compared to the horror about to
descend upon Thad’s new life. There are the vicious, out-of-control nightmares, for starters. And how is he able to
explain the fact that everyone connected to George Stark’s untimely demise is now meeting a brutal end of their own in a
pattern of homicidal savagery...and why each blood-soaked crime scene has Thad’s fingerprints all over it? Thad
Beaumont may have once believed that George Stark was running out of things to say, but he’s going to find out just
how wrong he is...
It: Chapter Two—now a major motion picture! Stephen King’s terrifying, classic #1 New York Times bestseller, “a
landmark in American literature” (Chicago Sun-Times)—about seven adults who return to their hometown to confront a
nightmare they had first stumbled on as teenagers…an evil without a name: It. Welcome to Derry, Maine. It’s a small city,
a place as hauntingly familiar as your own hometown. Only in Derry the haunting is real. They were seven teenagers
when they first stumbled upon the horror. Now they are grown-up men and women who have gone out into the big world
to gain success and happiness. But the promise they made twenty-eight years ago calls them reunite in the same place
where, as teenagers, they battled an evil creature that preyed on the city’s children. Now, children are being murdered
again and their repressed memories of that terrifying summer return as they prepare to once again battle the monster
lurking in Derry’s sewers. Readers of Stephen King know that Derry, Maine, is a place with a deep, dark hold on the
author. It reappears in many of his books, including Bag of Bones, Hearts in Atlantis, and 11/22/63. But it all starts with It.
“Stephen King’s most mature work” (St. Petersburg Times), “It will overwhelm you…to be read in a well-lit room only”
(Los Angeles Times).
Originally published: New York: Scribner, 2014.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s beloved novella, Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption—the
basis for the Best Picture Academy Award–nominee The Shawshank Redemption—about an unjustly imprisoned convict
who seeks a strangely satisfying revenge, is now available for the first time as a standalone book. A mesmerizing tale of
unjust imprisonment and offbeat escape, Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption is one of Stephen King’s most
beloved and iconic stories, and it helped make Castle Rock a place readers would return to over and over again.
Suspenseful, mysterious, and heart-wrenching, this iconic King novella, populated by a cast of unforgettable characters,
is about a fiercely compelling convict named Andy Dufresne who is seeking his ultimate revenge. Originally published in
1982 in the collection Different Seasons (alongside “The Body,” “Art Pupil,” and “The Breathing Method”), it was made
into the film The Shawshank Redemption in 1994. Starring Morgan Freeman and Tim Robbins, this modern classic was
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nominated for seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture, and is among the most beloved films of all time.
Stephen King’s first collection of short stories showcases the darkest depths of his brilliant imagination and will "chill the
cockles of many a heart" (Chicago Tribune). Featuring “Jerusalem’s Lot," the basis for the upcoming tv series
Chapelwaite. Here we see mutated rats gone bad (“Graveyard Shift”); a cataclysmic virus that threatens humanity
(“Night Surf,” the basis for The Stand); a possessed, evil lawnmower (“The Lawnmower Man”); unsettling children from
the heartland (“Children of the Corn”); a smoker who will try anything to stop (“Quitters, Inc.”); a reclusive alcoholic who
begins a gruesome transformation (“Gray Matter”); and many more shadows and visions that will haunt you long after
the last page is turned.
Now a major motion picture, Stephen King's brilliant and terrifying story of a marriage with truly deadly secrets. Darcy
Anderson’s husband of more than twenty years is away on one of his routine business trips when the unsuspecting
Darcy looks for batteries in the garage. Her toe knocks up against a hidden box under a worktable and in it she discovers
a trove of horrific evidence that her husband is two men—one, the benign father of her children, the other, a raging rapist
and murderer. It’s a horrifying discovery, rendered with bristling intensity, and it definitively ends “A Good Marriage.”
This story was originally published in Stephen King’s acclaimed collection, Full Dark, No Stars.
Roland's pursuit of the elusive Man in Black across the endless Mohaine desert becomes even more treacherous when
he is attacked by a ravenous pack of desert dogs and vampiric dust devils when he is at his weakest! It's a new chapter
in the life of the last gunslinger of Gilead as he struggles to remain alive and achieve his destiny! Don't miss the wonders
of: the Way Station! COLLECTING: DARK TOWER: THE GUNSLINGER - THE WAY STATION 1-5
The tie-in edition of the nine-part CBS All Access series starring Whoopi Goldberg, Alexander Skarsgard, and James
Marsden. When a man escapes from a biological testing facility, he sets in motion a deadly domino effect, spreading a
mutated strain of the flu that will wipe out 99 percent of humanity within a few weeks. The survivors who remain are
scared, bewildered, and in need of a leader. Two emerge--Mother Abagail, the benevolent 108-year-old woman who
urges them to build a peaceful community in Boulder, Colorado; and Randall Flagg, the nefarious "Dark Man," who
delights in chaos and violence. As the dark man and the peaceful woman gather power, the survivors will have to choose
between them--and ultimately decide the fate of all humanity.
A collection of five short stories that have been made into movies includes "The Mangler," in which a skeptical writer
investigates a supposedly haunted hotel room that has apparently caused at least forty-two deaths.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s novella The Sun Dog, published in his award-winning 1990 story
collection Four Past Midnight, now available for the first time as a standalone publication. The dog is loose again. It is not
sleeping. It is not lazy. It’s coming for you. Kevin Delavan wants only one thing for his fifteenth birthday: a Polaroid Sun
660. There’s something wrong with his gift, though. No matter where Kevin Delevan aims the camera, it produces a
photograph of an enormous, vicious dog. In each successive picture, the menacing creature draws nearer to the flat
surface of the Polaroid film as if it intends to break through. When old Pop Merrill, the town’s sharpest trader, gets wind
of this phenomenon, he envisions a way to profit from it. But the Sun Dog, a beast that shouldn’t exist at all, turns out to
be a very dangerous investment.
“A triumphant story for anyone with a shred of faith left in the human spirit.” —David McGlynn, author of One Day You’ll
Thank Me What if the end times allowed people to see and build the world anew? This is the landscape that Kimi Eisele
creates in her surprising and original debut novel. Evoking the spirit of such monumental love stories as Cold Mountain
and the creative vision of novels like Station Eleven, The Lightest Object in the Universe imagines what happens after the
global economy collapses and the electrical grid goes down. In this new world, Carson, on the East Coast, is desperate
to find Beatrix, a woman on the West Coast who holds his heart. Working his way along a cross-country railroad line, he
encounters lost souls, clever opportunists, and those who believe they’ll be saved by an evangelical preacher in the
middle of the country. While Carson travels west, Beatrix and her neighbors begin to construct the kind of cooperative
community that suggests the end could be, in fact, a bright beginning. Without modern means of communication, will
Beatrix and Carson find their way to each other, and what will be left of the old world if they do? The answers may lie with
a fifteen-year-old girl who could ultimately decide the fate of the lovers. The Lightest Object in the Universe is a moving
and hopeful story about resilience and adaptation and a testament to the power of community, where our best traits, born
of necessity, can begin to emerge.
For the first time ever as a complete ebook series, all of Stephen King’s eight Dark Tower novels—one of the most
acclaimed and popular series of all time—now a major motion film starring Idris Elba and Matthew McConaughey. Set in a
world of ominous landscape and macabre menace, The Dark Tower series features one of Stephen King’s most
powerful creations—The Gunslinger—a haunting figure who embodies the qualities of the lone hero through the ages, from
ancient myth to frontier Western legend. As Roland crosses a desert of damnation in a treacherous world that is a twisted
image of our own, he moves ever closer to the Dark Tower of his dreams—and nightmares. This stunning, must-have
collection includes: The Dark Tower I: The Gunslinger; The Dark Tower II: The Drawing of the Three; The Dark Tower III:
The Waste Lands; The Dark Tower IV: Wizard and Glass; The Dark Tower: The Wind Through the Keyhole; The Dark
Tower V: Wolves of the Calla; The Dark Tower VI: Song of Susannah; and The Dark Tower VII: The Dark Tower. The
perfect keepsake for Stephen King fans, The Dark Tower 8-Book Boxed Set is the most extraordinary and imaginative
cycle of tales in the English language from “the reigning King of American popular literature” (Los Angeles Daily News).
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